Jokes
After doing some confidential paper
shredding what do people most like eating?
Shredded wheat.

In which T.V. series do you see most stars?
Star Trek, Stars in Their Eyes, and Dancing
with the Stars.

In Blackpool what is the cheapest tram you
can go on? A trampoline.

In which town do you most often need to
change your door lock? Newquay.

In eating what do most people get cheesed
off? Cheddar.

In which vehicle do the drivers get most
tied? The bulldozer.

In history which employees have got most
drunk? Shepherds; they were always going
to the baa.

On the job search website which job always
stands out the most? The lollipop man/lady.

In the art class what is the easiest thing to
draw? The teacher’s attention.
In which business do people make the
smallest mistakes? Coal merchants, they
only make minor ones.
In which job do the employees make the
most gradual progress? Bus driving; they
take it one stage at a time.
In which job do you get most petrified? That
of a veterinarian.
In which job do you have most power? An
electrician.
In which Preston Hotel do people have the
most laughter? The Tickled Trout.
In which Preston Hotel do people have their
drinks the quickest? The Swallow Hotel.
In which school lesson do pupils need to
make the most notes? Music.
In which shop do you have to mostly watch
what you’re doing? The jewellers.
In which sport are mistakes made the most?
Golf, where you have to putt everything
right.
In which sport are the players the laziest?
Snooker, because in it they’re often having a
break and an occasional rest.
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What are the coldest toilets in the world?
Igloos.
What are the most smashing sports?
Badminton and tennis.
What are the most unpopular used
machines? Calculators – they’re always
being told to “Clear off”.
What are the worst houses you can get?
The Houses of Parliament.
What did my friend say when I reminded him
that he needed some sugar? How sweet of
you.
What do astronauts most have to eat? Mars
bars.
What do most people say when they go to
Edinburgh? Great Scot.
What do people always say after having an
apple? Core blimey.
What do pilots most like in their houses? A
landing.
What do railway men when off work most
enjoy wearing? Track suits.
What do the Trade Unions often say? Let’s
strike it lucky.
What does it take most time to do in an
office? Update the flexi clock – If I tell this
too much people might start clocking me.
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What does super hero ‘Batman’ do in his
spare time? Play cricket.
What has often been the most raining TV
programme? Spitting image.
What have been the hardest cords to find in
shops? Concords.
What illness is it most easy to spot?
Chickenpox.
What is always the most rubbish job? Being
a dustman.
What is my cold like? Don’t be nosey.
What is one of the easiest jobs you can get?
Being a pilot because it is plane simple.

What is the hardest job to keep? Being a
barber/hairdresser, they’re always cutting
jobs.
What is the hardest pen to write with?
Penicillin.
What is the highest price in all the shops?
Jumpers – they’re always going up.
What is the last question in each pub quiz?
Who’s the winner?
What is the main point in going to the
Falklands? To see the cutlery they sell.
What is the most catching hobby? Fishing.
What is the most catching sport? Cricket.

What is the best thing to buy chatty women?
Lip stick.

What is the most ex-strawdinary job? That
of a scare-crow.

What is the biggest catastrophe in offices?
When the computer mouse won’t work.

What is the most important of all your keys?
The key to success.

What is the biggest crow you can get? A
scarecrow.

What is the most magic TV film? The wizard
of Oz.

What is the biggest van you can get? A
caravan.

What is the most plane simple song? Those
magnificent men in their flying machines.

What is the cheapest car you can buy? A
cardigan.

What is the most popular building in town?
The bingo hall, where there’s always being
had a full house.

What is the cheapest item in all shops?
Scissors – they’re always at cut price.
What is the easiest animal to spot in the
jungle? A Leopard.
What is the easiest thing for artists to draw?
The curtains.
What is the grandest TV program?
Grandstand.
What is the handiest clothing to have?
Gloves.
What is the hardest job to do in one go? A
window cleaner; you have to do it all one
step at a time.
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What is the most popular shop in town? The
curtain shop; they’re always drawing
people’s attention.
What is the most secure job you can get? A
security guard.
What is the most shocking name you can
have? Gorden Bennet.
What is the most spectacular James Bond
film? For Your Eyes Only.
What is the most spectacular job? An
optician.
What is the most tasteless sweet? A threepiece-suite.
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What is the only school exam you can copy
others in? Using the photocopier.
What is the quickest job to do? Be a pilot, in
which time flies by.
What is the quickest month of the year?
February for some yes, but in the Army it’s
always ‘quick march’.

Where do the employees get most stuck
what to do? In the glue factory (I bet this
joke will stick on your mind for a while).
Where do the opticians most enjoy going on
holiday? Eye-land.
Where do you find workers having the time
of their life? In a clock shop.

What is the worst sport to watch on TV?
Snooker, because it drives you potty.

Where do you get the brightest employees?
In the light bulb factory.

What ladies are always being told to get
knotted? Those doing knitting.

Where do you get the laziest staff? In bed
shops.

What led to the best picture in the art class?
A pencil lead.

Where do you get the most annoyed
workers? In the post office, they’re always
stamping.

What mostly annoys the average Roman?
When he Caesar causing trouble.
What site most fills the tourist’s eyes? The
eye-full tower.
What sport are the people most overweight
best at? Squash.
When do people have the most delightful
time in Blackpool? When the illumination
lights are on.
When do people trip up the most? When fell
walking.
When do you most have to watch for time?
In a clock shop.
When shopping centres close down which
shop faces the biggest defeat? The shoe
shop.
Where are the Navy best at having a scan?
Scandinavia.
Where can you find the most sweet men
and women? In the sugar factory.
Where do employees get fired the most? In
the shot-gun factory.
Where do shop assistants most need to put
their foot down? Boots.

Where do you get the most cheerful
employees? Astronauts - because they’re
always over the moon.
Where do you get the most con-fused
employees? The plug socket factory.
Where do you get the most fibbing/lying
employees? BT, they’re always making
phoney statements.
Where do you get the most oil? Greece.
Where do you get the most people with bad
voices? Singer poor.
Where do you get the most unfair sales?
Bed shops where the assistants are always
lying.
Where do you get the slowest workers? In
the watch factory; they’re always taking their
time.
Where does the phone mostly get engaged?
At the Church vicarage.
Where in Britain do people most often have
to change their door locks? New Key.
Where in Preston do you get the most
unclear air? Ashton.
Where to you get the most attracted driver?
On the railway track driving the train.
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Where’s the most interesting place to work?
In banks and building societies.
Wherever in the world I go, there’s one
place that always rings a bell? The
Churches.

Which employees/workers are the most
popular in pubs? Opticians – because
they’re best at providing glasses.
Which factory have the most power?
Duracell Battery producers.

Which Beatles song was always going
down? The yellow submarine one.

Which film do the dentists most dislike
watching? Jaws.

Which bird eats the most? The Swallow.

Which food do people have most regular? A
cereal.

Which book does everyone forget to read?
The book on improving your memory.
Which cake do cleaners most like? Sponge
cake.
Which car is always flat? A carpet.
Which career has the most keys to
success? Being a Typist.
Which cereal is most popular in the winter?
Frosties.
Which chocolate bars do people go most
wild on? Lion bars.

Which football team players are always
going all over the pitch? Bolton Wanderers.
Which household job do people find most
easy to get straight with? The ironing.
Which industry has the biggest key to
success? The locker makers.
Which jams are mostly had for breakfast?
Traffic jams.
Which job has the most constant change?
That of a shop till assistant.

Which chocolate most drives people round
the bend? A curly wurly.

Which job is only ever done one day a
week? A chef because each day for them
it’s fry day.

Which clothes are people most in a rush to
buy? Socks, because they always have to
put their foot down to buy them.

Which lady did the cowboys most fancy?
The Lass Sue.

Which comedians are always getting fired?
Cannon and Ball.
Which company are always stretching in
profit? The elastic band making company.
Which day of the week do you have most
choice of what to do? Choose day.
Which driver is always going in a circle? The
screw driver.
Which employees always support the team
in blue? The Navy.
Which employees get married the most?
The switchboard operators – they’re often
getting engaged.
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Which letters of the alphabet does 007 most
dislike? M & Q.
Which machine never needs plugging in?
The wireless.
Which meal is always eaten the quickest?
Breakfast.
Which month do you need to work the
quickest? May, because each day it’s
Mayday.
Which people are always walking
cockeyed? Thieves, they’re always doing
crooked things.
Which person when most jolly causes
trouble? Jolly Roger.
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Which puzzle has most people angry?
Crosswords.

Who are best at getting everything straight?
The different country’s rulers.

Which sailor has always been the best at
fishing? Captain Hook.

Who are some of the most lazy employees?
Taxi drivers. They’re always having a brake.

Which shop draws most people’s attention?
The curtain shop.

Who are the best artists of the past?
Cowboys, who were always having a quick
draw.

Which snack do many Holy people favour?
Polo mints.
Which snack do prison officers most enjoy
eating? Lockets.
Which snacks are ate by people most
regularly? Serial bars.
Which song always rings a bell? Ding dong
merrily on high.
Which song group used to hammer all the
others in the charts? The carpenters.
Which spare time activity has the most keys
to entertainment? Playing the piano.
Which sport are factory workers best at?
Boxing.
Which sweets have the worst taste? 3 piece
sweets (suites).

Who are the best at playing chess? Bank
accountants, who are always saying
“Cheque mate”.
Who are the most cheerful workers? Lightbulb makers; they always look on the bright
side of life.
Who are the most nosey staff? Managers,
they’re always being told to mind their own
business.
Who are the most tremendous football
team? Nottingham Forest.
Who are the most wicked, evil employees?
Authors; they’re always doing a sentence.
Who are the rudest workers? Pilots –
because they’re always having a take off.
Who disagrees the most? Mr No All.

Which T.V. Detective Thriller/Series have
footballers always most enjoyed watching?
The Equaliser.

Who eat the most soup? All the souper
heroes.

Which town has the worst smell? Garstang.

Who get the most headaches at work? The
Royal Family, because they’re always being
crowned.

Which town is always getting busy?
Morecambe each day.
Which TV program was the most expensive
to be produced? ‘The Bill’.
Which worker always profits via having the
sack? Santa Claus.
Who always has the most enjoyable nights?
Gladys Knight.
Who are always being told naughty things?
Scouts being told what knot to do.
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Who have the cleanest TVs? The ladies
who watch all the soaps.
Who in history have most enjoyed milk?
Cowboys.
Who in their job are the biggest stirrers? The
chefs.
Who is the most clean and tidy in America?
The Duke of Washington.
Who is the most experienced in designing
websites? Spiderman.
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Who most unlike receiving cards on their
birthday? Footballers.

Who’s the most unpopular person of Fox
Street? Mr Hunter.

Who plays the most tremendous at golf?
Tiger Woods.

Who’s worse at taking naughty photos? Mr
Cameran.

Who’s most fussy about the toilets at the
army camp? The Lootenant.

Why are the police so lazy? Because they’re
always having a rest.

Who’s the daftest chap to be on TV? Charlie
Chaplin.
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A Good Sense Of Humour
A few neighbours said they’d been
distracted by noise from the Church the
other day. I said, “That rings a bell”.

I was asked if I had time for a game of
chess. I wasn’t sure and said I would have
to check mate.

A job adviser said to a client, “Do you want
to be a footballer? A goalkeeper is a good
post to be in.”

I was having difficulty reading the paper. My
friend suggested to use this magnifying
glass and I said it was a magnificent idea.

At 007/James Bond’s wedding one relation
put on their gift card ‘From usher with love’.

I went to Church the other day and asked
who the best singers were? Someone
answered, “ Carol and Hymn (Him)”.

Being a carpenter wood make a good job
wooden it? Are you going to hammer me for
this joke?
Being a cashier is a key to success.
Being a traffic warden is a Fine job.
Being an optician is a good eye dear.
Cars are always tyred and need brakes.
Churches are always re-choiring (requiring)
new singers aren’t they?
Everyone always has a job; either
employment or a job finding a job.

I went to see the Blackpool illuminations as
it seemed like a bright idea at the time.
I’ll tell you one thing about rocket bars.
People are always over the moon with them.
I’m getting extremely psychic, and can
predict when people are going to disagree.
You’re about to disagree now aren’t you?
I’ve had a bright idea; I’ll put the light on.
If you can’t fly your kite, it’s still a bit of a
blow.
If you pinch my pen you’ll pay a penalty.

Failed Fire and Bomb instruction? That was
a bit of a blow.

If you think I’m doing knitting, you can get
knotted.

Have you heard that they had to film ‘Strictly
Come Dancing’ one step at a time.

If you think I’m having a frog as a pet, you
can hop it.

Having a cold is a bit of a blow.

If you think I’m opening a pram shop I think
you’re pushing your luck.

I always get stuck on how to use glue.
I asked a friend if he ever had trouble with
his computer. He said, “Well I’m often
having a bit of a blow with the windows”.
I asked a friend if he wanted to go to the
aircraft show. He said, “What is the point in
following red arrows?”
I put my sun glasses on as it seemed like a
bright idea at the time.
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In the cafe when the waitress asked me
which pies I liked the most? I answered,
“Magpies they’re very nice”.
In the Horoscopes last week I read that the
LEOs are the most reliant.
It’s hard for builders to build a roundabout,
because it drives them round the bend.
Lots of jobs go at Xmas time don’t they?
Santa Claus is always recruiting then.
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Mike Baldwin when in Coronation Street
often said he had a lot more for his
employees to sew. In reply they often said
sew what?
My friend asked me if I had a cold the other
day. I told him not to be nosey.
My friend offered me a pencil sharpener the
other week. I said, “What is the point in
buying one of them?”
My friend said he wanted to go for a walk in
the forest. I said, “What a tremendous idea”.
My friend said he was a great all round
mathematician, I said to him I figured that.

Some ladies would make very good joiners.
They’re very good with nails.
Switchboard operators can never be trusted
as they are always making phoney
statements.
The hospital surgeons give a lot of cooperation.
The music trumpeter’s play is always a bit of
a blow.
There’s a health book I keep forgetting to
read. It is called ‘A book on improving your
memory’.
What is the point in playing darts?

My friend said he was going for a walk in the
park; I said, “What a pathetic idea”.

What is the point in sharpening a pencil?

My friend said he was going to have some
strawberries the other day. I said, “What an
ex-strawdinary idea”.

When I asked my friend why he’d put the
light on, he said that it seemed like a bright
idea at the time.

My friend said Sir Alex Ferguson was
signing books next week. When I said I’d try
and go, my friend said he was fully booked.

When I told a friend I enjoyed rugby, he said
he didn’t understand how I tackled that
sport.

My friend the other week said he was going
climbing, so I wished him the best of luck
and hope it doesn’t drive him up the wall.

When I told my GP I had a bad cold, he
said, “Okay – no need for hanky-panky”.

My friend the other week said he’d had
trouble buying trousers, and was angry. I
said, “Okay no need for a pantomime!”

When my friend said that he’d had difficulty
cooking, I said, “Okay, no need to panic”.

My mother asked me to put the dustbin out.
I said, “What a rubbish idea”.

When my mum said that I’d been in the
bathroom a while, I said, “Okay, it
sometimes takes a while to get to the
bottom of things”.

My parents asked if I wanted any Xmas
Crackers this year. I said, “You must be
joking”.

When my work colleague said he’d
accidently left the desk fan on overnight, I
said, “What a blow”.

One friend said he could talk to cats, I asked
him to tell meow.

When people eat too much fish they go
bone idle.

One lady said she needed a new hand-bag.
Her friend replied, “What are you carrying on
about?”

When the weatherman predicted a strong
wind I said to my friend, “What a blow”.

One thing good about Easter, it’s very eggciting.
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When working in a bank you have to check
(cheque) your work a lot.
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When you want to be an actor/actress you
have to take your career one stage at a
time.
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Who nose when I’m next going to sneeze?
You have to put your foot down when buying
shoes.
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Are You Joking?
A friend asked me what was the smallest
cottage I knew of? I replied ‘cottage pie’.

Ladders can only be made one step at a
time.

A friend of mine said it would soon be
Easter. I said ‘eggzackly’.

My friend asked me if I’d heard of the moral
‘it’s unlucky to walk under ladders’ I said
‘yes and I understand it’.

As a baby we can each only learn to walk
one step at a time.
As a fisherman what’s the worst thing to
catch? Jaws.
Do you know what mark the toilet cleaners
are always getting? A luna tick.

My friend said he liked music quite a lot. I
replied ‘yes I’d noticed’.
My friend said he was good at music. I said
yes I’d noticed.
People who mostly brew up get baggy eyes.

Do you know where you get the most cut
prices? At the hairdressers.

The song ‘The wind of love’ is a bit of a
blow.

Do you know who most appeared on ‘Stars
in Their Eyes’? The Astrologers.

What are the hardest forms to fill in?
Uniforms.

Do you know why I went to the disco? It
seemed like a bright idea at the time.

What are the hardest to smoke pipes? Bag
pipes, hose pipes and drain pipes.

Do you know why people on the radio chat
quite a lot? Because they have lots of
speakers.

What do accountants most speak of?
Invoices.

Do you know why Wayne Rooney and some
other Man United players are often getting
overweight? They’re often finding winning
games a piece of cake.

What do kids often have to put their foot
down to play with? Lego.
What is the most awkward paper to write
on? Liquid paper.

I’d call all those who don’t like much milk,
each a bit of a coward.

What is the most popular shop in Italy?
Boots.

I’ll tell you one thing about studying
palmistry, it comes in handy.

What medication do Authors most take?
Penicilin.

If you think I’m watching the programme on
Bee Hives you can buzz off.

What’s most asked by people on
Halloween? Witch night is it tonight?

If you’re ill but can’t see your GP where’s
the best place to go? The shoe shop
because they could always heel you.

What’s most extraordinary about hospitals?
The x-ray units.

In our school class do you know who was
best at using tracing paper? Tracy.
It’s easy to spot when people are playing
dominoes.
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What’s the best country for trains? Israil.
What’s the biggest sore you can have? A
dinosaur.
What’s the biggest wig you can get? A
wigwam.
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What’s the cheapest drink in most pubs?
Orange because it’s always being rejuced.

Whenever Gail turns up to work her
colleagues say ‘what a blow’.

What’s the first step in becoming a
linesman? Doing word search puzzles.

Where do you get the most germs?
Germany.

What’s the most safe and legal gun for
people to use? A cardigan.

Where do you see the most elephants? On
the TV programme ‘Trumpton’.

What’s the quickest way to write? With a
pendrive.

Where’s the best songwriter to be found? In
the Guinness book of records.

What’s the worst score you can get at
school? A lunatic.

Which 2 friends fight the most? Punch and
Judy.

When I said to a friend ‘You’re going to a
Hen do tonight aren’t you?’ She replied
‘eggzackly so’.

Which charity do people get most annoyed
with? The Red Cross.

When it comes to calendars they’re always
made one day at a time.
When it comes to fixing plug sockets I get
confused.
When it comes to spring the temperature is
always going up and down.
When it comes to the brass band they’re
always a bit of a blow.
When my friend said he was forever eating
cakes I said ‘you’re having a big waste of
time’.
When my friend said he was going on a
photography course I said I’d got the picture
of what he was doing.
When my friend said he’d been to the tip I
said ‘what a waste of time’.
When my friend said the rugby teams Hull
and Huddersfield were playing the other
night, I said ‘Hu won that’.
When one of my friends said ‘It’s nicely
reached spring again’ I replied ‘yes what a
tremendous releaf’.
When the careers officer asked me if I could
picture what job I’d like to do? I said yes, be
a photographer.
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Which comedian should be most fully
adored? Larry Grayson.
Which couple have always had the most
opposite character? Beauty and the Beast.
Which driver is always going into the wall?
The screw driver.
Which film character most enjoys a drink of
beer? Harry Potter.
Which food is ate most regularly? Serial.
Which of my friends is best at sewing? Fred.
Which parties are most had at ‘The Farm’
Pub? Hen dos.
Which plugs have the least power? Ear
plugs because they’re a cut off.
Which song is most popular in the Nudist
camp? The simple bare necessities of life
will come to you.
Which sport product factory is the noisiest to
work in? The racket makers (That’s a
smashing joke isn’t it?).
Who are best at running their own
business? Athletes.
Who are the most rude employees?
Accounts because they’re always looking at
figures.
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Who in history most looked at the women?
Julius sees her.

When my parents saw me wearing a tank
top, they said ‘dam blast’

Who most disliked music? Roy Castle. He
was mostly behind the record breakers.

Where do people most often play chess? In
banks where they’re often saying ‘a cheque
mate’.

If you do a profile on the computer it can
‘SAVE’ your life
In each sport who gets the wet the most
often? The raining champions
My friend said she’d seen some children
messing about. I said ‘children messing
about, you must be kidding’
What are people most often losing? Their
glasses – because they can never see
where they’ve put them

Which day of the week do people always
have the biggest choice of what to do?
Chooseday
Which pub makes the most money?
Publicity
Which relation disagrees with things most?
Your Auntie
Which song do Athletes most dislike? Take
my Breath Away

What did Robin Hood most often drink?
Strongbow

Which sweets are said to make people
cleverer? Smarties

What do people mostly use when
parachuting? Jumpers

Which sweets do singers most enjoy?
Tunes

What does Santa say when he has trouble
travelling? Oh deer

Who always hammered the others on Top
Of the Pops? The Carpenters

What has been the most expensive teddy?
Teddy Sherringham

Who are the best at getting things straight?
Rulers

What is the best way to learn how to ballet
dance? Take your tuition one step at a time

Who found it most easy to walk in the mud?
The Duke of Wellington

What is the biggest key you can get? A
Marquee

Who get most bossed about at work?
Waiters and waitresses because they are
always taking orders.

What is the biggest saw you can think of? A
dinosaur
What month of year do you get a gust of
wind? August
When a friend asked if my Mum makes
good steaks, I told him she makes many
good mistakes.

Who most enjoy watching ‘Match of The
Day’? Cigarette smokers – they’re always
after another match
Who most like the sun? Shadow MPs

When do people get most cold? When
they’ve made an overdraft.
When I bought some new cutlery the other
week, the salesman said he’d deliver it in a
fork lift truck.
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Many A Witty Joke
The people who run twitter are each a bit of
a twit.
Who in history are best at milking the cows?
The cowboys.
My friend’s daughter asked me the other
day ‘Witch day is Halloween?’
Who in the 1990’s were best at getting
things straight at work? Draughtsmen.
Do you know why ladies tell fibs more than
men? Because they’re often giving make-up
stories.
Where do people most often fight? In the
scrap yard.

Do you know why more women than men
work in post offices? They’re more
experienced in male sorting.
When one of my friends said someone had
called him a donkey, I said to just ehor him.
The knitters lose their jobs a lot because
they’re often being told to get knotted.
Do you know why shop till workers are
always moving job? Because they regularly
need some change.
A friend of mine who’s an author I asked
‘what’s the most expensive pen you can
get?’ He replied ‘A penalty’.

People in church are often re-choired.

Which job most drives people round the
bend? Being a driving instructor.

Who have the quickest day at work? Pilots
because for them time always flies by.

Which drink do people most enjoy when at
the seaside? Tango orange.

Where do you get the weirdest cases? At
the airport and ferries.

Which past MPs name most rings a bell? Sir
Winston Churchill.

Do you know who most cheerfully gets up to
mischief? Jolly Roger.

My friend keeps on confusing me. He keeps
saying ‘Let’s get things straight, I’m not
doing the ironing’.

My friend asked me on the train the other
day ‘where do you get the biggest space?’ I
answered ‘in the universe’.
What’s the most protective clothing? Tank
tops.
Do you know what the best entry in the TV
competition ‘Stars In Their Eyes’ was? The
astrologer.
My friend asked me the other day ‘when
Sherlock Holmes was going to be on TV?’ I
replied ‘I haven’t a clue’.
Which are the noisiest bags you can get?
Bagpipes.
What are magicians and footballers both
often coming out with? Hat-tricks.
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I asked my GP what’s the hardest bug to
catch? She replied ‘Bugs bunny’.
Who gets up early each morning? Dawn.
The people working in the garden shop are
quite regularly releaved from duty.
Which sport gets most held up? Snooker –
in which the players spend most of their time
cuing.
My friend said she was getting a new pair of
sunglasses the other day. I said ‘What a
bright idea’.
My partner asked the midwife what the
smallest baby she could recall was? She
replied ‘A jelly baby’.
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Which employees most often go to sea on
holiday? The salesmen and women.
When my friend said cash-wise she was
short of change, I said ‘If you’re after some
copper go to the Police station.’
In the pub, after a drink one friend
complained that he couldn’t complain.
Having had a very wild dog in the past
whenever the local pet shop is mentioned I
feel petrified.
What’s the favourite sport of factory
workers? Boxing.
Which employees most enjoy cottage pies?
People from the estate agents.
My partner said she needed a new fan. I
said ‘What a fantastic idea’.
Where do you get the brightest people in the
UK? In Brighton.

A friend of mine was unsure of his career. I
said ‘Why not be a teacher?’ He replied ‘A
tutor, you must be kidding’.
Using a computer is a key to success.
Which football team have showers the most
often? The raining champions.
My friend had trouble with his knees. I said
‘Maybe you kneed a rest’.
My friend asked me what’s most like a
bomb? I replied ‘Balloons and tyres because
they need blowing up.
Who get most hot at work? Gas workers,
they’re regularly boiling.
People most often do and don’t understand
ladders.
What’s the most catching pub? The
Kingfisher.

My friend asked me the other week what I
thought the biggest tie you could get was. I
answered ‘The Titanic’.

Do you know why the Knights of the Round
Table were always getting mixed up what
time of day it was? They were always saying
good knight .

My colleague said the other day there was a
cool breeze. I said ‘What a blow’.

Do you know who’s always getting mixed up
at work? The cooks.

Where do you get most petty-cash handled?
At the veterans.

Do you know when people most often get
wet feet? When they’re tap dancing.

When a friend asked me if I’d like to make
an appointment with an optician, I said ‘I’ll
see about it’.

What’s the biggest gun you can get? A
dragon.

A friend asked me if I used my ladder much.
I replied ‘No, because I find them hard to
understand’.
In which country do you get the most
infections? Germany.
Who are most fussy about cupboards?
Artists because they always want to have a
nice draw.
My partner bought a very expensive pair of
glasses the other week. I said ‘That was and
wasn’t a good eye dear’.
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What’s the biggest sore you can get? A
dinosaur.
When I asked the veteran what the smallest
cat you could get was? He replied ‘A kit-kat’
Do you know who get most worried at work?
Veterans because they’re often getting
petrified.
Do you know where in Britain you get the
most different cars? Cardiff.
Which football club are best at playing
disguise shots? Wigan.
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When my friend asked me what I liked doing
in the summer I replied that I liked being in
the sun without a shadow of a doubt.

My friend asked ‘What does ‘hang on’
mean? I replied ‘You’ll have to wait and
see’.

What’s the smallest band in the UK? An
elastic band.

My friend asked me how much did the
average toilet cost? I replied 3p.

Who place the most orders in pub
restaurants? The store workers.

My friend said she was an artist. I said ‘I get
the picture’.

Who use the toilets most often? The prison
officers who are quite often pulling the
chain.

My friend said she’d bought a new sewing
machine the other week. I replied ‘Sew
what?’

Who are most fond of Dirty Dancing? Rugby
players.

My friend asked me if I knew much about
the bake beans factory producers. I replied
‘No, but Mr Bean does’.

When I had a pancake the other week my
friend said to lose weight I should. I said ‘Ok
no need to panic’.

What do the people working in the shot-gun
factory most often wear? Cardiguns.

What do people with lots of dogs most often
say? Dogonit.

I spotted you playing dominoes the other
day.

Do you know which football team are always
getting hammered? The Joiners.

Who most often use their drills? The Holy
ones.

What’s the cheapest house you can get? A
full house at bingo.

Do you know who the quietest group in the
music charts is? The elastic band.

Where do people have the most smashing
time on holiday? China.

Which plugs are always short of power?
Ear-plugs.

In which shop do you get the most
understanding? The shoe shop.

Which community centre is always fully
booked? The Library.

Which cake is always served upside-down?
A pancake.

What are the most expensive socks?
Sockets.

Where do you get the most trouses? Jean’s
shop.

My partner said she’d been to the bank. I
said ‘I’d noticed’.

Whenever any-one does too much writing
they pay the penalty.

What are the most popular sweets? 3 piece
suites.

No one’s too keen on cyclists. They’re
always being told to go on their bike.

Where to you get the most hen’s eggs?
Leyland.

Do you know why it’s often hard to talk to
shoppers? They’re always saying ‘Good
buy’.

When my friend asked me if I liked science
fiction films like ‘Star Wars’? I replied ‘I’m
always over the moon with them’.

My friend asked me if during the Olympics I
remembered the last lap of the 5000 metres
race. I said ‘It rings a bell’.

Where to you get the brightest employees?
Manning the lighthouses.
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A lot of people ask ‘Am I when asleep ever
snoring?’ The answer is always ‘Who nose?’
Who in the army eats the most meet? The
beefeaters.
I asked an advisor where the easiest place
to work is. He replied ‘Being a baker,
because that’d be a piece of cake’.
I know how Blackpool Football Club can
make it to the top. Using Blackpool Tower.
Which City always has the most going on in
it? London.
Do you know whose best at keeping fit? Jim.
My friend asked me if I wanted a game of
snooker. I replied ‘No thank cue’.
Which employees are worst at taking phone
calls? Jewellers because they’re always
wanting to give you a ring.
I asked the butcher what the most popular
steak was? He replied ‘Mistakes’.
What are the most common even numbers?
7 & 11 Yes ‘Seven’ and ‘Eleven’.
In which sport do you get the most double
trouble? Darts.
I tell the truth and nothing but the truth. And
the truth is I occasionally tell a lie.
I asked a friend of mine why he never used
an umbrella? He replied ‘Because he
couldn’t understand them’.
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